Short-term memory binding deficits in Alzheimer's disease
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Summary Alzheimer's disease impairs long term memories for related events (e.g. faces with names) more than for single events (e.g. list of faces or names). Whether or not this associative or 'binding' deficit is also found in short-term memory has not yet been explored. In two experiments we investigated binding deficits in verbal short-term memory in Alzheimer's disease. Experiment 1: 23 patients with Alzheimer's disease and 23 age and education matched healthy elderly were recruited. Participants studied visual arrays of objects (six for healthy elderly and four for Alzheimer's disease patients), colours (six for healthy elderly and four for Alzheimer's disease patients), unbound objects and colours (three for healthy elderly and two for Alzheimer's disease patients in each of the two categories), or objects bound with colours (three for healthy elderly and two for Alzheimer's disease patients). They were then asked to recall the items verbally. The memory of patients with Alzheimer's disease for objects bound with colours was significantly worse than for single or unbound features whereas healthy elderly's memory for bound and unbound features did not differ. Experiment 2: 21 Alzheimer's disease patients and 20 matched healthy elderly were recruited. Memory load was increased for the healthy elderly group to eight items in the conditions assessing memory for single or unbound features and to four items in the condition assessing memory for the binding of these features. For Alzheimer's disease patients the task remained the same. This manipulation permitted the performance to be equated across groups in the conditions assessing memory for single or unbound features. The impairment in Alzheimer's disease patients in recalling bound objects reported in Experiment 1 was replicated. The binding cost was greater than that observed in the healthy elderly group, who did not differ in their performance for bound and unbound features. Alzheimer's disease grossly impairs the mechanisms responsible for holding integrated objects in verbal short-term memory.
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Introduction

In cognition, binding is referred to as the mechanism responsible for representing different pieces of information such as names and faces, colours and shapes into unified objects (Treisman and Gelade, 1980; Zimmer et al., 2006). As an integrative process, binding operates at many cognitive levels, ranging from grouping in perception to storing highly elaborated complex events in memory (i.e. episodes encompassing objects, locations, emotions, dates) (Treisman and Gelade, 1980; Tulving, 2002; Murre et al., 2006). Alzheimer's disease is characterized by progressive neuronal loss. As a consequence, the efficiency of this binding process may decrease dramatically. This paper focuses on memory binding in
Alzheimer's disease. However, since the processes for temporary binding might differ substantially from those requiring the learning of bindings (Logie et al., 2009), we focus here on the process of binding and retaining those bindings in short-term memory.

Associative Learning tasks, and particularly Paired Associates Learning tasks, have been proposed as useful neuropsychological tools for detecting memory changes in the early stages of Alzheimer's disease (Swainson et al., 2001; Fowler et al., 2002; Blackwell et al., 2004; O'Connell et al., 2004). Swainson et al. (2001) demonstrated that the Paired Associates Learning task of the Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery (CANTAB) was better at differentiating between patients with Alzheimer's disease, from those with depression, Mild Cognitive Impairment, and the healthy elderly, than a battery of other non-associative memory tasks. Fowler et al. (2002) assessed a group of Mild Cognitive Impairment patients with the same task and followed them longitudinally. The authors found that those Mild Cognitive Impairment patients whose initial performance was similar to Alzheimer's disease patients were those more likely to subsequently develop the disease. The Paired Associates Learning task used in these studies assesses memory for the association of patterns with locations. Processing locations has been repeatedly found to be impaired in Alzheimer's disease (Nguyen et al., 2003; Brandt et al., 2005; Kalov et al., 2005). However, there is evidence suggesting that location is not the only feature that patients with Alzheimer's disease fail in associating. Lindeboom et al. (2002) designed the ‘Visual Association Test’, a cued recall task in which participants had to remember two interactive pictures (e.g. a monkey holding an umbrella). The authors reported that the Visual Association Test successfully discriminated Alzheimer's disease from vascular dementia, frontotemporal dementia, subcortical dementia and patients with Lewy body dementia with high specificity.

Alzheimer's disease patients have also been shown to be impaired when they had to recall the colours of previously studied figures (Della Sala et al., 2000), or when they had to keep track of conversations with an increasing number of speakers (Alberoni et al., 1992). This deficit in holding associative information in memory in Alzheimer's disease appears to extend to different retrieval processes as well as to a variety of item combinations, as Alzheimer's disease patients have also been found to be impaired in tasks assessing the recognition of pairs of faces with names (Hodges and Greene, 1998), object parts (Tippett et al., 2003) or pairs of words (Gallo et al., 2004). Lloyd-Jones (2005) also used a recognition paradigm in which common objects were associated with congruent (e.g. yellow banana) or incongruent (e.g. purple banana) colours. Although Alzheimer's disease patients demonstrated an intact priming effect, they showed a deficit in explicit memory for colour-object bindings. Lloyd-Jones (2005) suggested that the semantic processes that provide the ‘glue’ that integrates perceptual features into single units are impaired in Alzheimer's disease. Overall, these studies suggest that some memory deficits shown by Alzheimer's disease patients may represent the breakdown of mechanisms responsible for representing the combination of different features in long-term memory.

However, the studies summarized above cannot determine whether Alzheimer's disease patients show a deficit which is specific to binding information in memory, as none have assessed the extent to which the memory impairment could be accounted for by a deficit in memory for the individual items which compose these complex events. For example, it is unclear how much of the poor performance on the Paired Associates Learning Test of the CANTAB reflects a deficit in recalling locations alone. To offer a precise account of the associative memory problems in Alzheimer's disease from a binding perspective it is essential to assess the extent to which the memory impairment for complex figures is greater than any memory impairment for the independent features composing these figures.

Moreover, the tasks described above were devised to investigate the process of learning associations between items, that is, long-term memory. However, the relation between the mechanisms responsible for learning associations between items in long-term memory and those involved in binding information
in short-term memory into temporary integrated representations is poorly understood. Recent evidence suggests that learning repeated arbitrary bindings of shapes with colours does not impact on short-term memory performance, suggesting that these mechanisms may operate separately in long-term memory (LTM) and short-term memory (STM) (Colzato et al., 2006; Treisman, 2006; Logie et al., 2009). In contrast, Hollingworth (2006, 2007) and Hollingworth et al. (2005) found that when people look for changes in natural scenes, what was previously learnt about the associations between stimuli (i.e. LTM) impacts on decisions based on information retained over short periods of time (i.e. STM). This suggests that when complex events encompass meaningful stimulus arrays, there may be a relation between binding processes in STM and LTM. Whether association or ‘binding’ reflects the function of common mechanisms operating in STM and LTM, whether these mechanisms share resources, or whether they are processes acting independently in LTM and STM are issues yet to be investigated.

In the animal literature (Brown and Warburton, 2006), computational models (Cer and O’Reilly, 2006; Murre et al., 2006), neuroimaging studies (Luo and Niki, 2005) or in the neuropsychology literature (Mayes et al., 2004, 2007), it is posited that associative learning, or ‘relational association’ (Mayes et al., 2007), is a slow mechanism which is dependent on functional integration in the medial temporal lobe structures, particularly the hippocampus, and cortical regions. Binding, however, also referred to as ‘conjunctive association’ (Mayes et al., 2007), is considered a faster mechanism which may depend on the interactions between neocortical regions (e.g. frontal regions and posterior parietal structures), and which seems to be more related to STM (Prabhakaran et al., 2000; Todd and Marois, 2004, 2005). In the light of this evidence, it may be argued that LTM deficits for bound information observed in patients with Alzheimer’s disease would not necessarily predict STM deficits for bound information in these patients, as these memory systems may be dependent on relatively independent binding mechanisms. However, to date, STM binding has not been investigated in Alzheimer’s disease (see Lowndes and Savage, 2007 for an up-to-date review on early detection of Alzheimer’s disease and the usefulness of associative memory tasks).

We carried out two experiments aimed at investigating whether the process of binding stimulus features in STM is affected in patients with Alzheimer's disease. To this end, we devised a verbal task to determine whether Alzheimer’s disease patients have problems in holding bound features as integrated representations in verbal STM and to determine whether memory for items bound into complex events is impaired in Alzheimer’s disease to a greater extent than memory for the individual features composing these complex items.

**Experiment 1**

**Aims**

Experiment 1 investigated whether patients in the mild to moderate stages of Alzheimer’s disease were able to hold bound information in verbal STM. It also investigated whether any deficit revealed in holding bound items in STM would reflect an impairment over and above memory problems for individual items.

**Methods**

**Participants**

The demographic characteristics of the participants recruited into Experiment 1 are shown in Table 1. The two groups did not significantly differ in age and years of education. Patients with Alzheimer’s disease were diagnosed according to the diagnostic criteria established by the DSM-IV-TR and the
NINCDS-ADRDA group (McKhann et al., 1984). In addition, Alzheimer's disease patients and healthy elderly were excluded from the study if they showed colour vision problems as assessed by the Dvorine (1963) test of Colour Blindness. All participants gave their signed consent to take part in this study. The neuropsychological profile of patients entering this experiment is shown in Table 2.

Stimuli and apparatus

Participants were assessed using a personal computer running an E-prime script (Psychological Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA) generated for the study. The program presented participants with arrays of items on the personal computer screen. Healthy elderly were presented with arrays of six items in conditions assessing memory for single features and three items in the condition assessing the binding of these features in memory. Alzheimer's disease patients were presented with arrays of four items in conditions assessing memory for single features and of two items in the condition assessing the binding of these features in memory. These array sizes were chosen based on previous pilot studies which suggested that at this memory load the performance of both healthy elderly and Alzheimer's disease patients on the single feature conditions would be comparable and well away from ceiling and floor levels.

Furthermore, by using these array sizes, memory load, as defined by the number of features, was balanced across conditions (e.g. two items in the binding condition and four items in the single features conditions all presented four features). This allowed the investigation of memory for single features and the binding of these features in a situation where memory load was further controlled.

Items used in these arrays were nameable colours and objects presented individually or as integrated objects. Two sets, one with 11 nameable colours (red, blue, green, brown, orange, yellow, purple, grey, turquoise, pink and black) and another one with 11 nameable objects (bed, apple, banana, bell, shoe, car, book, chair, cup, guitar and button) were used to construct the stimulus arrays. Objects with name frequencies above 100 were taken from the International Picture Naming Project (http://crl.ucsd.edu/~aszekely/ipnp/). Colour nameability was piloted in 12 healthy young volunteers with age ranging from 20 to 29 years. Red, blue, green, yellow, purple, grey and black were named using these exact names by 100% of participants, brown by 83%, orange 83%, turquoise 66% (here turquoise, cyan or light blue were valid names whereas blue was considered an error) and pink 83%.

Design

Trial Design: stimuli were presented together in the study array for a total time of 1.5 s per feature. As this task assessed the recall of verbal information, the presentation time used was sufficient to allow the verbal encoding of the studied material by both Alzheimer's disease patients and healthy elderly. By presenting the study array for 1.5 s per feature, the total presentation time was equated across conditions according to the total number of features to be remembered (i.e. colours or objects). Immediately after the study array disappeared, a new screen asked participants to recall verbally (i.e. by naming them aloud) the items they had just seen in no particular order. The experimenter recorded their responses using a scoring sheet.

Procedure

At the beginning of the experiment participants were presented with two separate arrays one consisting of 22 colours and the other consisting of 22 objects. These arrays consisted of the colours and objects used in the experiment and 11 other colours and 11 other objects intermixed within the arrays. Participants were requested to name the colours and the objects to ensure that they had no problems in naming the objects used in the experiment. Only those participants who correctly named all of the objects and colours selected for the experiment were included further. Participants then undertook the four
experimental conditions which were blocked and administered in a counterbalanced order. Each experimental condition consisted of six trials that were fully randomized across participants.

Memory for colours: in this condition the study array consisted of different coloured squares. Participants were given the following instructions: ‘Now we will test your memory for colours. You will see six (or four) colours on the screen. You should try to remember as many colours as you can. After these colours disappear, you will have to say aloud all the colours that you have just seen’. Memory for objects: in this condition the study array consisted of common objects. Objects were outlines of figures. Participants were given the same instructions outlined above only replacing the term colours with the term objects. Memory for objects and colours unbound: in this condition the study array consisted of colours and objects presented as separate entities. Half of the items were coloured squares and the other half were figure outlines of common objects. Participants were instructed as above, but they were told to remember as many objects and as many colours as possible. Memory for object-colour bindings: in this condition the study array consisted of different objects filled with different colours. These coloured objects were constructed by randomly combining objects with colours from the two sets. During this condition participants were asked to try to remember ‘as many coloured objects as possible, that is remember each object together with the colour in which it was presented’.

Colours and objects were evenly distributed across the different experimental conditions. Individual or bound features could be repeated within conditions but not within a trial. Additionally, identical arrays were never repeated within any experimental condition.

Results

Performance was analysed with a 2 (Group = healthy elderly versus Alzheimer’s disease patients) by 4 (Condition = objects only versus colours only versus objects and colours unbound versus object–colour bindings) mixed-ANOVA. Mean performance levels across groups and conditions are shown in the Fig. 1. As expected, Alzheimer’s disease patients had poorer overall memory performance than healthy elderly with a significant main effect of Group \[ F(1,44) = 50.38, P < 0.001 \]. In addition there was also a significant effect of Condition \[ F(3,132) = 10.47, P < 0.001 \] and a significant interaction between Condition and Group \[ F(3,132) = 5.47, P < 0.01 \].

Pairwise comparisons were carried out between groups for each of the four experimental conditions separately (four contrasts), and across conditions for each group separately (\( 4 \times 2 = 8 \) contrasts). Hence, with a total of 12 pairwise comparisons the alpha threshold was set at 0.004. Comparisons with \( P \)-values below this threshold were assumed to reflect significant differences.

These pairwise comparisons showed that Alzheimer’s disease patients performed more poorly than healthy elderly in conditions assessing memory for objects only [mean difference (MD) = 18.36, \( P = 0.001 \)], objects and colours unbound (MD = 19.20, \( P < 0.001 \)), and object-colour binding (MD = 37.20, \( P < 0.001 \)). Alzheimer’s disease patients and healthy elderly did not differ significantly in the condition assessing memory for colours only (MD = 14.37, \( P = 0.005 \)).

Further pairwise comparisons across conditions showed that Alzheimer’s disease patients’ performance in the object–colour binding condition was significantly poorer than in conditions assessing memory for objects only (MD = 24.64, \( P < 0.001 \)), colours only (MD = 22.10, \( P < 0.001 \)) and objects and colours unbound (MD = 23.55, \( P < 0.001 \)). None of the other contrasts for the Alzheimer’s disease patients across conditions assessing memory for single or unbound features and none of the contrasts for the healthy elderly resulted in significant differences.
Analysis of errors

As the Alzheimer’s disease patient group performed significantly worse in memory for object–colour binding than in the other conditions, an analysis of errors was carried out to assess whether Alzheimer's disease patients were less able to retrieve colours or objects. This analysis was possible because in the condition assessing memory for objects and colours unbound the experimenter scored memory for the whole array and for objects and colours separately. In the condition assessing memory for object–colour binding, the experimenter scored the recall of objects, colours, and of the combination. Therefore, the percentage of objects and colours recalled as single entities in the two conditions was entered in this analysis. Within group, dependent sample t-tests were carried out to assess if memory for each feature in the condition assessing object–colour binding differed from memory for each feature in the condition assessing memory for objects and colours unbound (Fig. 2). No differences were found in the healthy elderly group when memory for objects and colours were compared across conditions (objects: MD = 5.79, t = −1.49, P = n.s.; colours: MD = 4.34, t = −1.57, P = n.s.). Alzheimer's disease patients recalled more objects in the object–colour binding condition than in the unbound condition (MD = 16.66.9, t = −2.45, P < 0.05). Alzheimer's disease patients were less able to retrieve colours in the condition assessing memory for object–colour binding than in the condition assessing memory for unbound features (MD = 14.49, t = 2.64, P < 0.05).

It is possible that the poor performance of the Alzheimer's disease patients in the binding condition might simply be due to an impairment in perception of complex stimuli with attention being directed to the objects at the expense of the colour, rather than a specific problem in binding object and colour. If this were the case then the Alzheimer’s disease patients should show a very much larger deficit in the binding condition with a larger set size. During Experiment 1 we collected additional data for the Alzheimer's disease patients with larger array sizes (six items for single features and three for bound features). These data were used to determine the optimal array sizes that would allow comparability between the Alzheimer's disease performance and the healthy elderly performance on memory for the single features. Therefore, they were not included in the main analysis between groups. However, we were able to compare performance of Alzheimer’s disease patients with two different sets of arrays sizes (6/3 versus 4/2) and to determine whether the perceptual complexity of the visual arrays could have had an impact on patients’ binding functions. From a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA, main effects were found for set size [F(1,22) = 28.39, P < 0.001], whereby larger set sizes resulted in poorer memory performance than smaller set sizes (6/3 items: M = 39.31%, SD = 16.23; 4/2 items: M = 56.70%, SD = 19.79), and for condition [F(3,66) = 26.95, P < 0.001], whereby performance on memory for binding of features was found to be the poorest (single features: M = 54.03%, SD = 17.14; bound features: M = 29.95%, SD = 20.64). However, the interaction was non-significant [F(3,66) = 0.35, P = n.s.]. That is, the impact of the binding condition was the same for the larger and the smaller set size, making it unlikely that the results arose from a problem with perceptual complexity, and more likely that Alzheimer's disease patients have a specific impairment of binding in STM.

Discussion

Experiment 1 revealed that the Alzheimer's disease patient group were impaired in verbal STM for bindings between features. This is the first empirical evidence suggesting that Alzheimer's disease also impairs processes responsible for holding bound information in STM when this information is processed within the verbal domain. Moreover, Alzheimer's disease patients’ impairment in recalling objects and colours bound was significantly greater than their difficulty in recalling objects only or objects and colours presented as individual features (i.e. objects and colours unbound).

The analysis of the pattern of errors suggested that in patients with Alzheimer's disease retaining colours within bound items seems to be more vulnerable than retaining objects. This finding fits well with
the results reported by Lloyd-Jones (2005), whereby patients with Alzheimer's disease were found to be less able than the healthy controls to use colour-based information when recognizing coloured objects.

The paramount drop in memory performance for objects bound with colours observed in Alzheimer's disease patients contrasts with a preserved memory for this type of complex information in healthy elderly. Brockmole et al. (2008) and Parra et al. (2009) investigated the process of binding features in visual STM in healthy younger and older adults. Using abstract shapes and colours (Brockmole et al., 2008) and colours bound or unbound into object shapes (Parra et al., 2009), the authors found that healthy older adults had poorer overall memory performance; however, their ability to hold two bound surface features in visual STM was not affected more by age than was their ability to hold individual features (e.g. shapes or colours unbound). The authors concluded that age seems to spare those processes responsible for binding surface features (i.e. shapes and colours) into integrated objects. The current experiment was not designed to investigate age effects on memory binding; however, the finding that healthy elderly had equivalent memory for bound and unbound features supports Brockmole et al.'s (2008) and Parra et al.'s (2009) observations. This also suggests that the binding deficit appears to be specific to Alzheimer's disease.

A possible caveat to Experiment 1 is that memory performance of the two groups was significantly different in conditions assessing memory for objects only and objects and colours unbound as well as for bound features. Therefore, the significant interaction observed in Experiment 1 could have been driven by a preserved ability of the healthy elderly group to perform a task that did not demand enough cognitive effort. It is known that cognitive impairments in older people are more likely to be apparent in tasks that demand greater cognitive effort (Kester et al., 2002). In order to claim specificity of these binding deficits in Alzheimer's disease, it is important to demonstrate that under increased cognitive demands, as imposed by high memory load, the differences between healthy elderly and Alzheimer's disease patients in the condition assessing memory for bound items persists. This issue was addressed in Experiment 2.

**Experiment 2**

**Aims**

Experiment 2 investigated whether the binding deficit observed in Experiment 1 was specific to Alzheimer's disease patients or could be accounted for by a general memory impairment. This was investigated by increasing the overall memory load for the healthy elderly group only. Our predictions were that if STM binding deficits are specific to Alzheimer's disease, this manipulation would reduce the overall memory performance in the healthy elderly group, however the difference between healthy elderly and Alzheimer's disease patients in the condition assessing memory for bound features would remain. If these deficits were not specific to Alzheimer's disease but age-related, the difference between the two groups in the binding condition would be reduced when the task demands were increased.

**Methods**

**Participants**

The demographic characteristics of participants entering Experiment 2 are shown in Table 1. Groups were matched for age and years of education. Among the healthy elderly, 18 had taken part in Experiment 1 and out of the 21 Alzheimer's disease patients, 19 took part in Experiment 1. The same inclusion and diagnostic criteria used in Experiment 1 applied. All participants gave their signed consent to take part in this study. The general neuropsychological profile of patients entering this experiment is shown in Table 2.
Procedure

The same task, as described in Experiment 1, was used. However in conditions assessing memory for objects only, colours only and objects and colours unbound, healthy elderly were presented with eight items. In the condition assessing memory for object–colour bindings, healthy elderly were presented with four items. The other task parameters remained the same.

Results

Performance was analysed with a 2 (Group = healthy elderly versus Alzheimer’s disease patients) by 4 (Condition = objects only versus colours only versus objects and colours unbound versus object–colour binding) mixed-ANOVA. Mean performance levels across groups and conditions are shown in Fig. 3. Main effects were significant for Group $[F(1,39) = 29.61, P < 0.001]$ and Condition $[F(3,117) = 18.82, P < 0.001]$. The interaction was also significant $[F(3,117) = 7.35, P < 0.01]$.

Pairwise comparisons performed across groups showed that Alzheimer’s disease patients performed more poorly than healthy elderly in the condition assessing memory for object–colour bindings (MD = 37.20, $P < 0.001$). None of the other comparisons resulted in significant differences.

Pairwise comparisons performed across conditions showed that Alzheimer’s disease patients’ performance in the object–colour binding condition was significantly poorer than in conditions assessing memory for objects only (MD = 28.17, $P < 0.001$), colours only (MD = 27.38, $P = 0.001$) and objects and colours unbound (MD = 30.95, $P < 0.001$). None of the other contrasts carried out in the Alzheimer’s disease patients across conditions assessing memory for single or unbound features and none of the contrasts with the healthy elderly resulted in significant differences.

The results revealed that when the healthy elderly and the Alzheimer’s disease patients group did not significantly differ in their performance in the condition assessing memory for single and unbound features, the Alzheimer’s disease patients were still less able to retain in STM the binding between items as compared with the healthy elderly group.

Analysis of errors

Dependent sample $t$-tests were performed to examine if memory for each feature in the condition assessing object–colour binding differed from memory for each feature in the condition assessing memory for objects and colours unbound (Fig. 4). No differences were found in the performance of the healthy elderly group when memory for objects and colours were compared across conditions (objects: MD = 4.17, $t = -1.04, P = n.s.$; colours: MD = 0.42, $t = -0.11, P = n.s.$). Alzheimer’s disease patients recalled more colours in the condition assessing memory for objects and colours unbound than in the condition assessing memory for objects bound with colours (MD = 22.22, $t = 4.64, P < 0.001$). No other comparison resulted in a significant difference.

Finally, given that the procedures in the two experiments were comparable we selected those participants who took part in both experiments and carried out a three-way mixed-ANOVA with Group (healthy elderly versus Alzheimer’s disease patients) as the between-subjects factor and Experiment (Experiment 1 versus Experiment 2) and Condition (objects only versus colours only versus objects and colours unbound versus object–colour binding) as the within-subjects factors. A total of 18 healthy elderly and 19 Alzheimer’s disease patients entered this further analysis designed to investigate the extent to which the experimental manipulation introduced in Experiment 2 had a differential impact on the overall pattern of results observed in Experiment 1.

There was a significant main effect for Experiment $[F(1,35) = 19.84, P < 0.001]$, for Group $[F(1,35) = 64.61, P < 0.001]$, and Condition $[F(3,105) = 14.86, P < 0.001]$. Significant interactions were found in the analysis of Experiment $\times$ Group $[F(1,35) = 19.84, P < 0.001]$, suggesting that the healthy
elderly's performance was affected by the experimental manipulation, and in the analysis of Group × Condition \(F(3,105) = 6.98, P < 0.001\), whereby the impact that the condition assessing memory for bound items versus single or unbound items had on performance in Alzheimer's disease patients was present across experiments. The other interactions, including the three-way interaction, were not significant, suggesting that the experimental manipulation did not differentially affect the performance pattern across conditions. That is, the Alzheimer's disease group showed a drop in binding performance compared with the other conditions, while the healthy elderly group did not, and this differential effect for the Alzheimer's disease group was present in both experiments.

Discussion

Increasing the task demands in terms of memory load resulted in a drop in memory performance in the healthy elderly group to the extent that the difference between this group and the Alzheimer's disease group observed in Experiment 1 in conditions assessing memory single or unbound features were removed. This notwithstanding, the main outcome of Experiment 1 was replicated (i.e. Alzheimer's disease patients showed a paramount impairment in binding information in verbal STM). The analysis of errors also confirmed the findings from Experiment 1. Patients with Alzheimer's disease were less able to retrieve colour-based compared to object-based information. Therefore, in two separate experiments we provided additional support for the findings by Lloyd-Jones (2005), who suggested that Alzheimer's disease patients cannot use colour-based information when remembering coloured objects. This finding is now extended to binding in verbal STM.

The finding that memory for single or unbound features and memory for bound features is not significantly different in the healthy elderly group in both experiments suggests that memory for bound features is equivalent to memory for the same type and amount of individual features that are presented separately. This finding is consistent with results reported by Brockmole et al. (2008) and Parra et al. (2009) who reported that adults can remember shapes bound with colours or shapes alone equally well. This also supports the suggestion that age per se does not affect those processes responsible for integrating features in STM (Brockmole et al., 2008; Parra et al., 2009). Finally, the three-way ANOVA suggested that the experimental manipulation had an overall effect on performance in healthy elderly, that is it decreased differences between groups in conditions assessing memory for single or unbound features, but this manipulation did not modify the pattern of results observed in Experiment 1, i.e. the selective binding deficit in the Alzheimer's disease group.

General discussion

The results of the experiments presented here support the hypothesis that the deficit in binding information in verbal STM in patients with Alzheimer’s disease is more pronounced than their memory impairment for unrelated information. In both experiments, patients with Alzheimer’s disease performed significantly more poorly when they had to retrieve bound information than when they had to remember individual or unbound features. Swainson et al. (2001) reported that patients with Alzheimer’s disease performed worse than healthy older adults when they had to recall associations of patterns with locations during a learning paradigm. Although not acknowledged by the authors, this suggests that binding information may be impaired in Alzheimer’s disease. However, they did not assess whether this deficit was due to a difficulty in holding in memory the association of patterns with locations or just to a difficulty in holding locations in memory. In the current experiments we disentangled memory for bindings from memory for features and moreover have demonstrated a deficit in temporary binding in verbal STM in these patients.

There are two methodological characteristics of our study that make the finding of impaired memory for bound information in Alzheimer’s disease relevant. In the current study we controlled
memory load across conditions by keeping constant the number of features. Additionally, the memory load for Alzheimer's disease patients was kept within their capacity by presenting two objects in the condition assessing memory for bound information as compared to three or four objects presented to healthy elderly in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. This allowed us to equate overall memory performance between the Alzheimer's disease and healthy elderly groups for the single feature and unbound memory conditions. Using this experimental manipulation, patients with Alzheimer's disease presented with a paramount memory deficit for bound information, in particular, in recalling colour-based information within bound colour-object items. By equating performance for conditions assessing memory for single and unbound features, this memory binding difficulty cannot be attributed to an overall memory impairment.

Moreover, the additional analysis carried out in the Alzheimer's disease group, using two different sets of array sizes, revealed that the impairment in the ability to hold bound features in STM is unlikely to have arisen from problems in dealing with perceptual complexity.

It might be argued that the task presented here could have tapped LTM as visual arrays were composed of highly nameable features (with strong semantic representations) and were presented for relatively long periods of time (e.g., 9 s when six features were shown). However, when constructing arrays of coloured objects, colours and objects were randomly combined, with colours and objects repeated across trials in different combinations. This made it unlikely that pairing features would be semantically based. Secondly, objects and colours were evenly repeated across conditions; but there was no repetition of individual or bound features within trials nor was there repetition of particular combinations of features or objects in specific locations. Memory traces for a given trial would therefore be overwritten by the array presented in the following trial, making it less likely that any long term representation of these arbitrary and rapidly changing associations could be formed (for a discussion on learning and binding during STM tasks see also Colzato et al., 2006, Logie et al., 2009 and Treisman, 2006). Given that we specifically avoided semantic associations between objects and colours, our task was not devised to address the issue on whether Alzheimer’s disease patients had an inability to over-ride typical semantic associations (e.g. yellow-banana). However, the results from previous studies also assessing memory for object–colour combination (Della Sala et al., 2000; Lloyd-Jones, 2005) suggest that it does not seem to be the content of these bindings or the availability of semantic clues that determines the breakdown of memory binding processes in Alzheimer's disease. Therefore, we suggest that the difficulties observed in patients with Alzheimer’s disease represent a genuine deficit in holding in verbal STM associations or ‘bindings’ of different types of features in unified representations.

This is the first empirical evidence reporting that Alzheimer's disease affects the process of binding information in STM. We can also conclude that the procedures used in these experiments allowed us to separate the contribution of memory for individual items and for bound items in recalling complex events. Therefore, the results provide reliable evidence of the contribution of memory for unrelated or related information to the overall memory impairment observed in patients with Alzheimer's disease.

As STM binding is not affected by normal ageing (Brockmole et al., 2008; Parra et al., 2009), these findings could prove clinically relevant. It is important to develop clinical tools which specifically assess cognitive impairment due to Alzheimer's disease independently of any contribution due to age (c.f., MacPherson et al., 2007).

The present findings have demonstrated a deficit in binding in Alzheimer’s disease for information which can easily be verbalized. Future research should investigate the extent to which the breakdown of the mechanisms responsible for unitizing features in STM via verbal codes also account for the associative learning problems observed in Alzheimer’s disease for other forms of associations (e.g. objects and locations). The associative learning tasks reported in the literature on Alzheimer’s disease have not separated memory for bindings from memory for features. Furthermore, we reported here that binding in verbal STM is affected by Alzheimer's disease however, as verbal and visual STM are functions subserved by different mechanisms, it would also be worth investigating whether those processes
responsible for unitizing visual features in STM are impaired by Alzheimer's disease. This would determine whether the binding deficit found in the experiments reported here can be considered a universal feature of Alzheimer's disease affecting all memory systems and retrieval processes.
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Tables and Figures

Table 1
Demographic characteristics of participants in Experiments 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Experiment 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Experiment 2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthy elderly (n = 23)</td>
<td>Alzheimer's disease patients (n = 23)</td>
<td>t df = 44</td>
<td>Healthy elderly (n = 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>69.78 (6.47)</td>
<td>73.26 (6.09)</td>
<td>−1.87&lt;sup&gt;NS&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>69.35 (6.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>60–82</td>
<td>60–80</td>
<td></td>
<td>61–82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>7.08 (2.81)</td>
<td>6.39 (3.34)</td>
<td>0.76&lt;sup&gt;NS&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7.25 (2.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>5–13</td>
<td>2–17</td>
<td></td>
<td>5–13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(NS = non-significant, \( P > 0.05 \))
### Table 2.

Neuropsychological profile of Alzheimer's disease patients in Experiments 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Experiment 1 (n = 23)</th>
<th>Experiment 2 (n = 21)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cut-off score</td>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE &gt;24</td>
<td>18.70 ± 3.40</td>
<td>14–24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDS ≥5</td>
<td>5.61 ± 0.50</td>
<td>5–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOSP—shape detection</td>
<td>19.2 ± 1.2</td>
<td>16–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed prose recall</td>
<td>4.5±a</td>
<td>0.5 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit forward span</td>
<td>2.75b</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven progressive matrices</td>
<td>14.75a</td>
<td>17.7 ± 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial making test B–A</td>
<td>185c</td>
<td>250.7 ± 84.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category fluency</td>
<td>7.0a</td>
<td>11.0 ± 6.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GDS = Global Deterioration Scale (Reisberg et al., 1982); MMSE = Mini Mental State Examination (Folstein et al., 1975); VOSP = Visual Object and Space Perception battery (Warrington and James, 1991).

a Spinnler and Togioni (1987), b Orsini et al. (1987), c Giovagnoli et al. (1996), (a, b and c): Cut-off scores equal the inferred 5-centile of the normal population distribution.
Fig. 1. Percentage of correct recall in the Group by Condition analysis of Experiment 1 (error bars represent the standard errors of the mean).

Fig. 2. Percentage of features correctly recalled in conditions assessing memory for objects and colours unbound and object–colour binding of Experiment 1 for healthy elderly and Alzheimer’s disease patients (error bars represent the standard errors of the mean).
Fig. 3. Percentage of correct recall in the Group by Condition analysis of Experiment 2 (error bars represent the standard errors of the mean).

Fig. 4. Percentage of features correctly recalled in conditions assessing memory for objects and colours unbound and object–colour binding in Experiment 2 for healthy elderly and Alzheimer's disease patients (error bars represent the standard errors of the mean).